
Suspension Bridge

Garden Weir, commissioned by Hugh 
Montgomerie, the 12th Earl of Eglinton, 
was constructed in the late eighteenth 
century, around the same time that the 
river was diverted from its natural course. 
His possible motivations include raising 
the water levels to make the river more 
visible, creating the sound of running 
water or managing erosion. It has even 
been suggested that it was 
built to delay fi sh moving 
upstream with the hope 
of improving fi shing on 
the estate. 

Garden Weir is a broad 
crested weir constructed 
mainly from stone with a sloping 
face and a distinctive curved double 
crest. Below the main weir is a section of 
elevated river bed constructed from river 
boulders. The height of the weir together 
with the arrangement of the double crest 
creates a signifi cant obstacle for migratory 
fi sh, preventing many fi sh from accessing 
upstream habitats. The return of migratory 
fi sh such as salmon to the Lugton Water 
is a biodiversity goal for North Ayrshire 
Council and its project partners.

Discover More...

To understand how a suspension bridge works, let’s fi rst think 
about something you are probably very familiar with: a swing. 
When you sit on a swing, are you suspended in the air? Yes. 
So what’s carrying your weight so that you don’t fall to the 
ground? All of your weight is being supported by the chains 
that are connected to the seat. If you travel with your eyes up 
the chains you will see that the 
chains are connected to a pole. 
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How it works? 

It’s All in the Support!

These poles also work to take some of the weight off  the chains 
and allow you to enjoy the fun of swinging suspended in the 
air without falling on your behind! 

A suspension bridge works just like this, but on a much bigger 
scale. 

The area that takes all the weight on a suspension bridge is 
called the deck or the roadway. In a swing, the deck could 

be thought of as the seat that is taking all of your weight. Just 
like a swing, the deck is attached to cables called suspenders. 
They run up vertically and the longer the bridge the more 
suspenders are used. The suspenders are then attached to 
larger horizontal cables, the main support cables, which are 
usually attached to two large towers, one on each side of the 
bridge. The horizontal cables then continue to stretch out past 
the towers and are anchored on both sides of the bridge to 
either solid rock or concrete block.

This suspension bridge was 
built in the 1980’s on behalf of 
the Country Park to replace the 
wooden pedestrian footbridge 
which used to provide access 
to Lady Jane’s Cottage shown in 
the picture.

Garden Weir
In Scotland we have the unique 
opportunity to see three forms of 
bridge construction side by side on the 
Firth of Forth, just 73 miles from here. 

In 1890 the Firth was spanned by the 
Forth Bridge, a cantilever  railway 
bridge. With a length of 2,467m and a 
largest single span of 521m it is still the 
world’s second longest cantilever span.  
Constructed from steel and granite it 
weighs 51,324 tons and has 6.5 million 
rivets! It’s recognised all over the world 
as a symbol of Scotland and still carries 

around 200 trains per day. 

In 1964 the Forth Road Bridge 
was constructed just upstream. 
At the time of it’s opening it was 
the longest suspension bridge 
outside the USA. Despite a length 
of 2,512m, and requiring 210,000 
tons of concrete, it works on 
exactly the same principle as the 
bridge here at Eglinton. 

Finally in 2017 these two historic bridges 
were joined by the Queensferry 
Crossing, currently 
the longest three-tower, cable-stayed 
bridge in the world. Each tower is 207m 
high and the bridge is 2,700m long.  


